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Abstract
Article discusses the subject of energy efficiency in the construction and building sector and the

use of unmanned aerial vehicles in order to study energy consumption in buildings. At the
beginning, the concept of energy efficiency in buildings is presented, its importance and impact on
the environment. Then, the article discusses the current situation, the trends in Europe and the
potentials of this sector together with the most important legal issues related to the topic of energy
efficiency. The next section explores the effects of buildings on the environment, in particular,
through heat loss. The article also outlines the importance of research methods and thermal
imaging. Specifically developed unmanned aircraft classification is adapted for the use in thermal
studies. The topic is discussed in terms of both the characteristics and structure, as well as the
advantages and disadvantages of the use of such solutions. Possible paths of development in this
subject are presented, as well as problems and concerns. The last part focuses on the example of
the use of unmanned platform to study thermal imaging of a residential building. This is a case
study carried out in December 2014.

Keywords: energy efficiency, unmanned aerial vehicles, energy modeling, heat losses, thermal
imaging, sustainable energy development, final energy consumption, building sector.1. ENErGy EFFIcIENcy

1.1. importance of reducing energy consumptionExperts point out the increasing importance of reducing energy consumption in energysystems. currently, the greatest energy consumption can be observed in the building sector,transport and industry. The greatest potential for reducing energy consumption is in thosesectors. over the period from 1990 to 2008, the total Gross Domestic Product in Eu-27increased by an average of 2.1% per year but the final energy consumption, in turn, only 0.5%.consequently, the energy consumption decreased by 1.6%. During the past 20 years, energyefficiency in the Eu-27 increased by 19%, with an average annual value of 1.1%. Energy



33INFrarED BuIlDING INSPEcTIoN WITh uNMaNNED aErIal VEhIclESconsumption in the building sector increased by about 13%, with an annual average of 0.7%.In the industrial sector in the Eu-27 energy consumption decreased by 30% over the last twodecades, with an annual average of 1.9%. The transport sector improved energy efficiency byabout 15% over the past 20 years, averaging 0.9% per year [1].carbon dioxide price increased from the beginning of the year 2013 by 40%, to about6.9 Euro per tonne, and since april 2012, the cost of its purchase went up by as much as 140%.Industry generators draw attention to the growing problem of reducing the free emission,which in a few years will force them to drastically raise energy prices. With the continuingincrease of emissions prices, in a few years, energy prices can be up to 50% higher than today.abatement options are few. The use of renewable energy and energy efficiency are consideredthe basis for sustainable energy development, but recently more and more often, experts pointout the increasing importance of reducing energy consumption in energy systems. Whilerenewable energy sources such as biomass, wind or hydro, begin to arise more and morecontroversy and doubt about the absolutely positive impact on the environment, saving energyis the cleanest way of reducing gas emissions. Its potentials is huge and much bigger than thepossibility of alternative sources of energy, including renewable energy sources and existingnuclear power technologies [2], [3].Investments in energy efficiency improve the image of the country and cause an increase inthe competitiveness of the economy in the world. at the same time, this type of initiativestimulates an internal development and promotes technological growth, providing new jobsand increasing the value of the sector. a very important, if not the most important issue for thecountries at the stage of catching up with the most developed economies, is the fact thatimproving energy efficiency is the cheapest and most cost-effective way to achieve sustainableenergy development [4].
2.1. current situation and reduction Potential in the construction and Building sectorover the last two decades energy consumption in Eu has decreased by around 1.6%.The levels are very different for the individual countries. In Estonia, energy consumptiondecreased by 8%, Slovakia and lithuania by 5%, while in Portugal and Spain consumption hasincreased in the last 20 years [5]. That has an impact on both the change in the structure of theeconomy, such as the development of the service sector in relation to the industry, as well asefforts to improve energy efficiency. It is worth mentioning, at this point that, the technologicaldevelopment of the country concerned is correlated with highly energy-intensive infrastructuredevelopment such as roads, grids, etc. The energy consumption in the building sector is affectedby a number of opposing factors. on one hand, it improves the quality of the materials used, theenergy saving and energy efficiency of household appliances and lighting, on the other hand, itincreases the surface area and the number of units built and operated using the equipment inthem. For the past 20 years, energy efficiency in the Eu-27 has increased by 19%, with anaverage annual value of 1.1%. In the same period, energy consumption in the constructionsector has increased by about 13%, with an annual average of 0.7% (approx. 0.4% per person).In 2006, emissions of the residential sector accounted for 10% of total greenhouse gasemissions of the European union [6].In the industrial sector, over the past two decades, in the Eu-27, energy consumption hasbeen reduced by 30%, with an annual average of 1.9%. Differentiation between countries isquite large. reducing the consumption was observed in almost all industries, with the exceptionof the textile. Three of the most energy-intensive industries, responsible for 50% of total consumption,is the steel industry, paper and chemicals, reduced energy consumption by 53%, 27% and 11%.



over the years in the building sector can be observed a significant improvement in terms ofenergy consumption. This is due to both the development of construction technologies, as wellas raising standards of heating. observing this data, one can estimate the potential of energyefficiency improvements associated with the modernization of the building at certain period.
1.3. Legal Basis to improve energy efficiencyEach new solution, even the most accurate and cost-effective, can have huge problems in theimplementation if there are no pre-relevant regulations and provisions facilitating andenhancing its application. The aim is to improve both supervision and regulations, as well as thepromotion and support of research and development. The idea of improving energy efficiencyhas been adopted by the European Parliament through the preparation of a package ofmeasures on energy and climate change, known colloquially as "three times twenty plus 10".Key assumptions include the achievement of this package 2020 [7] by the countries of the unionwith a number of objectives:• Increase of renewable energy share in overall energy consumption by 20%;• reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (compared to the base year 1990 and 1989 for somecountries) by 20%;• reduction of primary energy consumption by 20% as compared to 2006;• Increase of biofuels share in overall production by 10%.one of the first regulations dealing with energy efficiency is the Eu directive 2006/32/Eccalled ESD (Eu Directive on Energy End-use Efficiency and Energy Services) [8]. Its provisionscame into force on 1 January 2008 and assume that the Eu Member States achieve energyreduction relative to baseline by 9% for a period of nine years (2008 - 2016). This means thatthe average efficiency is to be improved by about 1%. The Directive requires that the decreaseshould be the result of deliberate actions taken by the governments of the member states.In June 2008, the Project began conducting the common Shares on the implementation ofDirective 2012/27/Ec on energy end-use efficiency and energy services. currently, under thename of the ca ESD II (the project has been extended) is performed corrugated structure forthe information exchange among the countries of the European union, creation of sponseopportunity to share and experience as well as to enable discussion and application of optimalsolutions for the provisions of Directive 2006/32/Ec implementation.requirements of the Directive imposes an obligation to develop and prepare national plansto achieve the objectives, the so-called Energy Efficiency action Plans (EEaP). These documentsmust be based on the assumptions of the energy policy of the European union.2. ThErMal aNalySIS oF BuIlDINGS WITh uNMaNNED aErIal VEhIclES
2.1. heat LossThe energy performance of a building is a complex and dynamic phenomenon influenced bymany different parameters such as external temperature, solar radiation, u-Values of the walls,thermal mass of the building, ventilation rate and activities inside the building. The optimumdesign of the building is highly dependent on the climate and the topological environment, inwhich the building is situated. The energy use of buildings can be substantially reduced by animproved design of the building components and control of the systems. Table 1 shows howdifferent type of buildings, varied by the year of construction, differs in terms of energy needfor heating.
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Table 1. annual energy need for heating [kWh/m2] [9]

heat loss from the interior of the building, the two major ways: transfer through thematerials that make up the the outer envelope of the building (measured the u-Value) or by theexchange of air between its interior and the external environment, that is ventilation.It is estimated that typical heat losses from a building are as follows [10]:• Walls – 35%;• roofs – 25%;• Floors – 15%;• Draughts – 15%;• Windows – 10%.The rate at which heat is transferred by the outer envelope of the building is expressed asu-Value. heat always warms region of the cold area and each constituent material of the outerbuilding envelope transfers heat at different rates. low u-Values are given to those materialswhose the heat transfer is slow and therefore are good as heat insulators. The lower theu-value is, the lower the amount of heat loss, and the better insulating properties.For each considered construction, irrespective of the u-Value, the heat loss is directlyrelated to the temperature difference from the outside and the inside, and, to a lesser degree,color and texture of the exterior walls. Moisture reduces the isolation performance of materials,because wet material has increased conductivity. Even moderate changes of moisture cansignificantly increase the element u-Value, reducing its insulating properties. common causesinclude moisture penetration in the walls due to damaged or deleted render leaks gutters andpoorly fitted window frames. Therefore, it is important to ensure that buildings are wellmaintained and waterproof, in order to keep the u-Value at a low level [10].The thermal bridge occurs at the site where the outer part of the wall, roof or floor removesheat from the interior of the building faster than the material surrounding it. Properly installedinsulation provides consistent thermal protection and can reduce thermal bridging. It shouldbe noted that the increased insulation performance can cause problems of thermal bridges,allowing condensation and enhancing effects.
2.2. thermal imagingThere are many techniques for investigating the energy efficiency of the building, which doesnot interfere with its structure. These are simple techniques, such as measuring equipmentfor testing the moisture. But, they are also more complicated and expensive, for example
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thermography. In any case, it is important to make an expertise selection of appropriatemethods of measurement and an interpretation of results.Infrared (Ir) is invisible radiant energy that is emitted by every object with the temperatureabove absolute zero. Infrared or thermal imaging can be used in various applications includingdetecting and assessing heat losses in insulated systems, observing changing flow in the pipenetworks or detecting overheating of electrical apparatus. Thermal imaging can be successfullyused in construction and building sector, mostly for detection of defects in insulation layers,thermal bridges and defects in heating network.Thermography, or thermal imaging, is photography using a camera that captures infra-red(Ir) light rather than the visible light captured by a standard camera. Ir rays are outside thevisible spectrum, and are invisible to the naked eye. all objects that are warmer than absolutezero (-273°c) emit infrared light. The warmer an object is, the more infrared light it emits.Ir cameras record the amount of infrared light and transfer it into temperature, which isindicated by the scale bar or thermogram.as the buildings are typically large constructions, it is convenient to perform thermalimaging inspections keeping the proper distance from the object. a perfect solution is the usageof remotely operated unmanned aerial Vehicles (uaVs) equipped with Ir cameras.an advantage of this solution also gives a possibility to inspect roof or other tall constructionsthat cannot be easily accessed by a man.Thermal imaging cameras are able to capture even very small differences in temperature at0.1°c. The image presented by means of a thermal imaging camera is multicolored, where eachcolor represents a different temperature. Different scales may be used depending on thepresented objects. Thermal Imaging studies have many uses in many fields, and can thus bea useful diagnostic tool in the analysis of the state of the building. Particularly the issue of non-invasiveness of research is very important, eg. in historic buildings.current solutions for infrared inspections are combination of hardware (camera, lens,detectors, etc.) and software. Smart using of the advanced software can give information aboutquantity of the energy loss, the risk of appearance of dew point and other valuable data.Thermal Imaging studies can identify problems with the building surface. Thermal imagingmay be used to identify and locate areas of moisture thinner wall elements, cracks and cavities.Specialization is required not only in making decisions about how to take pictures, but alsolater in their interpretation. unfortunately objects that have high or low emissivity, such as,for example metal, do not provide accurate temperature measurement. also, elements such asweather conditions, orientation and time of day, is the flow of the results. Information collectedfrom thermal images can be properly evaluated only in conjunction with the data collected inthe framework of a comprehensive study of the state.
2.3. classification of unmanned aerial vehiclesuaVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) or drones are such aircrafts that can fly without anon-board human operator [11]. an unmanned aircraft system (uaS) is the entire system, whichconsists of main components: the unmanned aircraft (uaV), communication data link, theground control station (GcS) and the operator. uaV can be either ground or remote controlled,partially of fully autonomous [12].a wide range of uaV types can be classified according to their operational range, weight,missions, performance, configuration, complexity or altitude. unfortunately, currently there isno widely used, universal and common uaV classification. The categories are classifiedaccording to the range: long, short and close, altitude: high, medium, low and very low, and
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based on the purpose of uaV: target and decoy, reconnaissance, combat, research and development,civil and commercial [12], [13], [14].according to [12] the uaV classification can also be distinguish depending on the application:dull, dirty and dangerous missions. The main civilian application are: border security,environmental monitoring and agriculture, remote sensing, aerial mapping and meteorology.Based on the characteristic the following classification, which can vary with national legalrestrictions, can be taken into account when selecting the uaV for thermal imaging:• NaV (Nano air Vehicles): usually used in swarms of uaVs for radar confusion for ultra-shortrange surveillance. Due to very small dimensions all sensors including cameras, propulsionsystem and control subsystems need to be made small enough [15];• Micro uaVs (unmanned Micro aerial Vehicle): have a close range, are portable, handlaunched, and fly at very low altitude. Payload weight is less than 2 kg. Take-off weight is lessthan 5 kg. Total power is lower than 100 W. Total time less than 1 hour [16];• Mini uaVs (unmanned aerial Vehicle Mini): have a close range and fly at low altitudes.Payload weight is about 1 ÷ 3 kg. Take-off weight is less than 20 kg. Total power is less than10 kW. Total time is shorter than 2 hours [16];• regular/Small uaVs: medium range, medium altitude. They include launch systems.Payload weight is less than 150 kg. Take-off weight is lower than 400 kg. Total power10 ÷ 50 kW. Total time less than 6 hours;• MalE uaVs (Medium altitude long Endurance): they perform long flights at mediumaltitudes [16];• halE uaVs (high altitude long Endurance): they perform long flights at high altitudes.Total flight time is about 24 ÷ 48 hours [16].a lot of research and work have been done in uaV technology in order to increase the flightendurance and payload. according to [12] different uaV aerodynamic configurations and sizeswith variety of capabilities, endurance and flight levels were developed and classifiedas follows:• Fixed-wing uaVs – in general a runway to takeoff and land or catapult launching systemis required. Fixed – wing uaV can provide a long endurance and high cruising speed;• rotary-wing ua (rotorcraft, vertical takeoff and landing VTol) – they may be in differentconfigurations like: helicopters, coaxial, tandem and multi-rotors. Their main advantages arehigh maneuverability and hovering ability in order to enable operation in closed spaces [17];• Blimps – usually balloons and airships. They are lighter than air, but with large sizes, havelong endurance and fly at low speeds [12];• Flapping-wing ua – which have flexible and/or morphing small wings inspired by birdsand flying insects [12];• There are also some other hybrid or convertible configurations [12] like: convertible rotoraircraft, tilt-wing-body aircraft, ducted fan aircraft, jet-life aircraft [15].
2.4. advantages of unmanned aerial vehicles for thermal imaginga number of applications are directly related to a thermal imaging issue like the buildingsthermal diagnosis, inspection of industrial facilities, such as chimneys, cooling towers,water towers, tanks and pipelines, detection of water deficit in agriculture, the temperaturemeasurements for production lines and industrial facilities monitoring, locating people duringsearch and rescue missions, monitoring areas after fires or other natural or industrial disasterand many others.
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Depending on characteristics and performance of uaVs, it is possible to use them to performall sorts of tasks that require special sensors. Well designed and equipped uaVs can be used forbuildings thermal inspections. aerial thermal imaging performed by uaVs can be veryadvantageous in the building sector in order to identify the thermal losses and bridges,construction defaults, detect defects, lack of insulation or air leakage, control energy losses andprovide monitoring.The (uaV) unmanned aerial vehicle application in thermal imaging is very beneficial fora number of technical and economic reasons, the most important are as follows: an ability totake pictures for small, difficult areas,  relatively no time and space constraints, low operatingcosts resulting in getting a view of a wide area in a minimum time and cost, an ability to supportdigital processing of aerial and satellite images, environmentally friendly application, a relativeindependence from aviation weather conditions.For civil and for a specific application of thermal imaging the main advantages of uaVs are:• Increased capabilities like endurance, real-time deployment and full spectrum coveragecompared to satellite-based remote sensing applications and manned aircraft;• advantage of investment and operation costs;• Technology maturation due to military applications.on the other hand, there are significant challenges associated with the development of uaVs,both technical and regulatory ones.The greatest potential for thermal imaging application have rotary-wing (multi-rotors) andfixed-wing structures, which can be assimilated to a group of Mini uaV (unmanned aerialVehicle Mini). This is due to relatively low manufacturing, investment and operation costs ofuaV platform and an on-board equipment, which consists of a control system, navigation andregistration data. In addition to the cost important factors are: critical technical parameters ofthe uaV like altitude, range, flight time, payload, take-off weight and external dimensions,portable, automatic and autonomous control and navigation, and different applicability [18], [19].uaVs allow fast, relatively cheap high resolution data and images acquisition of any orientation [14].Valuable advantage of uaVs of using vertical take-off rotorcraft is a careful examination ofall the elements such as vertical walls buildings and ability to accurately diagnose roofs andfacades of buildings without the need to expose people to work at heights. This methodprovides fast and precise control of both the entire roof surface and the side surfaces, which isnot only the most accurate, but also very economical. uaV thermal imaging is very essentialbecause  most of heat loss from a building refers to the roof, walls and windows and technicaldetails are necessary for modernization, technical and economic improvement of the energyperformance of a building. regular monitoring can lead to significant cost savings and defectsremoval at an early stage.In some cases of buildings, apart from individual evaluation of their energy performance androof inspection, the availability of thermal imaging information allows taking into account thespatial circumstances and location of the buildings themselves and the general study of thesurrounding area for the global performance measurement [20].Properly used thermal imaging cameras can give a fast and reliable control of the amountof heat loss in the building as a result of leaks and defects. The use of appropriate sensors andcomputer systems will provide automatic and precise location of any faults, fast acquisitiontime of thermal imaging data, high ground resolution image data, high accuracy positioning,the ability to perform multiple and repetitive data aqusition at the time of registration.
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2.5. challenges of unmanned aerial vehicles for thermal imaginguaVs are modern devices that combine cutting edge technology in the field of control,electric propulsion, GPS and aviation. currently they are made of extremely lightweightmaterials, advanced BlDc motors and can be vertical take-off (multi-rotors).The current research problems, which are associated with the development of uaVs relatemainly to a new construction, design and implementation of autonomous flight, real timecommunication, integration of multiple sensors uaV platform and automation of dataacquisition [14]. regarding the current trends of uaV miniaturization, and also payloads, thereis a need for smaller and more compact equipment. according to [21] the growth of thermalimaging sensors miniaturization and lowering weight can be seen in the past few years. Someexisting very light and small thermal sensor models are suitable for light uaS: FlIr with 0.07 kgof weight and 7.5 - 13.5 µm of spectral range and Themoteknix Systems ltd with 0.105 kg ofweight and 8 - 15 µm of spectral range.The scope of the future work includes research and development focused on the followingspecific topics [14], [15], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]:• the lack of prescriptive standards, legislation and regulation for development and operationin civilian airspace system;• regulations for the certification of uaS operations and maintenance activities includingautomated separation for safe operation of uaS in high-density operating environment;• political and social acceptance of uaS application in the civilian area;• civil law regulation for cameras usage and privacy rights;• safety of the technology and its potential for accidents;• “Sense and avoid” systems development, certification and integration into controlled airspace;• ability to operate in different weather conditions and high turbulence;• development of new low cost uaV platforms and innovative uaS design;• on-line and real-time, near (quasi) real-time uaS design;• design of mission techniques for thermal imaging at low flight levels;• development of autonomous on-board flight management systems;• planning and implementation of autonomous uaV flight;• optical sensor calibration procedure;• different sensors and multispectral cameras integration and usage on board an uaV;• process automation of sensors orientation;• georeferencing tools of aerial images at low-level flights;• uaV data integration with data from ground-based measurements;• combining data obtained from different sensors: video, rGB, Ir, NIr, cIr, laser scanning;• on-line digital data transmission and methods of compression;• data processing automation: point cloud processing, generating of digital elevation model,digital surface model (DEM/DSM) and 3D models with georeferencing data;• 3D mapping and GIS development;• uaV flexibility for different application.3. caSE STuDy – DETachED houSEDuring the winter season in 2014 an uaV with Ir camera was used for inspection ofa detached house located in Warsaw, Poland.uaV used for this operation was a multirotor hexacopter with the maximum payload ofaround 7 kg, and flight time around 20 minutes. hexacopter allows for optimum performance,
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stability and precise operation which is important in maneuvering in urban areas. The modelof uaV used was equipped with all the necessary systems including downlink for video preview,gimbal for controlling the view from camera and GPS.Ir camera used was designed for mobile and aerial operations. It has a resolution of 320 x 280pixels and accuracy of ±2°c. The camera operates in the spectrum of 7.5 - 13 µm, which allowsto measure temperature in the most common applications. The camera allows for the real-timeview for the operator, and attached software allows for performing different analysis. The outputdata could be a film with the temperature data or single photos made in a time lapse.The inspected building was quite new, built in modern technology and no defects or thermalbridges were expected. however, with the use of Ir camera, two of them were found.The inspection was performed during a winter day with the temperature of -8°c. It waspartially cloudy with some occasional direct sunlight. The outcome of the inspection ispresented below.

Figure 1. Picture of the facade from the west. level +1. Visible thermal bridge on the connection of the balconyslab with the building construction. The white line presents temperature profile [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]

Figure 2. Temperature profile (white line). Visible temperature increase on thermal bridge
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Figure 3. Picture of the facade from the west. level +1. Visible thermal bridge on the connectionof the balcony slab with the building construction [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]

Figure 4. Picture of roof window, shoot from the west. Visible heat lossesaround the window [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]
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Figure 5. Picture of roof window, shoot from the west. Visible heat lossesaround the window [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]

Figure 6. Picture of roof window, shoot from the west. Visible heat lossesaround the window. The white line presents temperature profile.Visible vent exhaust in left upper corner [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]
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Figure 7. Temperature profile (white line). Visible decrease of the temperatureis the reflection of the sky in the glassThe figure 7 shows the difference between the temperature above the window (around -6°c,first part of the chart) and the temperature below the window (around -9°c, second partof the chart).

Figure 8. roof windows, shoot from the north. Visible little thermal bridge close to the thirdwindow, in the right upper corner [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]
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Figure 9. roof windows, shot from the north. Visible little thermal bridge close to the third window,in the right upper corner [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]

Figure 10. roof windows, shot from the north. Visible little thermal bridge close to the third window,in the right upper corner – lack of snow [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]
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Figure 11. Picture of the whole building in reverse palette (red – cold, blue – warm).Visible warmer areas on the roof, caused by sun radiation [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]

Figure 12. Picture taken from the east side. In the left, lower part visible vent exhaust [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]



Figure 13. Picture of the whole building from the south side. Visible heat lossesaround roof window, placed on the west side [zdj. T. Sasin, 2014]as shown on the pictures above, combination of an infrared technology and unmannedaerial vehicle is an optimum solution for inspections of buildings. Found defects in the roofwould not be so easily discovered with the traditional method of inspection, moreover, usingan uaV is much safer as there is no need to step out on the slippery surfaces by a man.This solution is also quicker, especially in parts with difficult access in the building, as an uaVneeds less than 10 minutes to start and its flight speed is relatively fast.Except detection of insulation layer defects, infrared technology can be used for calculationof heat transfer through the walls or particular elements of the building. In this particular case,infrared analysis can be used as a proof of incorrect execution of thermal insulation aroundtwo roof windows by the contractor and a basis for the compensation.4. coNcluSIoNSThe rising costs of purchasing emission allowances and restricting access to free emissionallowances will increase energy prices. It will have an impact on both domestic manufacturerswho will have to bear additional costs in distribution, as well as the likely increase in energyimports from neighboring countries. Improving energy efficiency is the cheapest and most cost-effective way to reduce costs.Thermal imaging can be successfully used in the construction and building sector in orderto identify the thermal losses and bridges, construction defaults, detect defects, lack of insulationor air leakage and control energy losses.regular monitoring by thermal imaging techniques can lead to significant cost savings anddefects removal at an early stage. Thermal imaging results will be necessary for modernization,technical and economic improvement of the building energy performance.
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The results of the described case study conducted in December 2014 show that aerialthermal imaging performed by uaVs can be very advantageous in the building sector.uaVs application can get a view of a wide area in a minimum time and cost, inspectingbuilding elements, which can be hardly accessible by a man. uaVs application for thermalimaging can be a milestone in the energy research and development sector. The greatestpotential for thermal imaging application have rotary-wing (multi-rotors) and fixed-wingstructures, which can be assimilated to a group of Mini uaVs (unmanned aerial Vehicles Mini).The current research problems associated with the development of uaVs for thermalimaging are mainly related to: legal constraints and standards regulations, safety, political andsocial acceptance, new uaVs and systems development, certification and integration,miniaturization of sensors, design and implementation of autonomous flight and new missiontechniques, real time communication, integration of multiple sensors on uaV platform,automation of data acquisition and processing, uaV ability to operate in different weatherconditions and high turbulence. The development of above mentioned topics can lead to analmost complete automation of buildings thermal testing.BIBlIoGraPhy[1] International Energy agency. (2013). Energy Policies of IEa countries, France.[2] Dessus, B. (1994). atlas des energies pour un monde vivable, Ed. Syros, Paris, France.[3] Bugaj, M., Domański, r., Dominiak, a., Błaszczyk, J. a., Błaszczyk, P. M. (2013). lowemission smart building – energy storage system proposal, Journal of Modern Science3/18/2013, ss. 353-366.[4] Figórski, a., Krawczyk, J. M., Wajss, P. (2011). Energy efficiency – Efektywnośćenergetyczna – opportunities for improvement in Poland, czysta Energia, Poland.[5] Eurostat. (2013). Energy production and imports, luxembourg.[6] Guła, a., Krawczyk, J. M. (2012). Efficient use of energy, aGh Monograph, Kraków, Poland.[7] Błaszczyk, J. a., Domański, r., Węglarz, a., Dominiak, a., Błaszczyk, P. M., rajewski, a., BugajM. (2013). Investments in chP Gas Plants for District heating in Poland, Journal of ModernScience 3/18/2013, ss. 337-352.[8] European Parliament. (2006). Directive 2006/32/Ec of the European Parliament and ofthe council of 5 april 2006 on energy end-use efficiency and energy services and repealingcouncil Directive 93/76/EEc, official Journal of the European union, Brussels, Belgium.[9] Intelligent Energy Europe. (2012). Projekt Tabula.[10] arnold, P. (2010). Energy efficiency in traditional buildings, Government Publications,Dublin, Ireland.[11] Thompson II, r. M. (2013). Drones in Domestic Surveillance operations: Fourthamendment Implications and legislative responses, legislative attorney.[12] Gupta, S. G., Ghonge, M. M., Jawandhiya, P. M. (2013). review of unmanned aircraft System(uaS), International Journal of advanced research in computer Engineering & Technology(IJarcET) Volume 2, Issue 4, 1646–1658.[13] Thapa, M., Shrestha, r. ch. (2014). autonomous uaV: General and case Study of reaperMQ-9, Tribhuvan university Institute of Engineering central campus PulchowkDepartment of Mechanical Engineering.[14] Sawicki, P. (2012). unmanned aerial Vehicles In Photogrammetry and remote Sensing –State of the art and Trends, Katedra Fotogrametrii i Teledetekcji, uniwersytet Warmińsko-Mazurski w olsztynie, archiwum Fotogrametrii, Kartografii i Teledetekcji, Vol. 23,2012, s. 365-376.[15] austin, r. (2010). unmanned aircraft Systems: uaVS Design, Development andDeployment, John Wiley & Sons ltd.
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BaDania terMoWizyjne BuDynkóW z WykorzystanieM
BezzałoGoWych statkóW Lotniczych

Streszczenie
Artykuł omawia tematykę efektywności energetycznej w budownictwie oraz wykorzystanie

bezzałogowych systemów latających do badania energochłonności budynków. Na początku
przedstawione jest pojęcie efektywności energetycznej w budynkach, jej znaczenie oraz wpływ
na środowisko. Następnie omówiona jest obecna sytuacja, trendy w Europie oraz potencjał jakim
dysponuje ten sektor wraz z najistotniejszymi kwestiami prawnymi związanymi z tematyką
efektywności energetycznej. Kolejny dział przybliża nam zagadnienia wpływu budynków na
środowisko, w szczególności poprzez straty ciepła. Artykuł nakreśla również sposoby oraz
znaczenie badań termowizyjnych. Szczegółowo opracowana jest klasyfikacja samolotów
bezzałogowych przystosowanych do wykorzystania w badaniach termowizyjnych. Temat
omówiony jest zarówno pod kątem charakterystyki i konstrukcji, jak również wad i zalet
stosowania takich rozwiązań. Analizowane są również obecne ścieżki rozwoju w tej tematyce,
problemy i wątpliwości. Ostatnia część skupia się na przykładzie wykorzystania platformy
bezzałogowej do badania termowizyjnego budynku mieszkalnego. Jest to studium przypadku
wykonane w Grudniu 2014 roku.

Słowa kluczowe: efektywność energetyczna, bezzałogowe systemy latające (BSL), modelowanie
w energetyce, straty ciepła, badania termowizyjne, zrównoważony rozwój
energetyczny, finalne zużycie energii, sektor budowlany.
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